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About This Issue
This issue of the Stewardship newsletter is very special because it features
stories about faith from members of our parish community. These stories
are a very important part of a stewardship way of life and building a
vibrant parish.
Father John, Melita Stenhouse (Stewardship Team Leader), and Ray Deis
(Newsletter Editor) sat down over tea one afternoon and put together a list
of people and invited them to tell their story. The list was very extensive
and what you see in this issue are stories from 12 people. We hope this is
the beginning of the sharing and stories will continue in future newsletters.
To help people ponder and put together their story, we provided about
10 questions. These questions were only an aid and not every question
needed to be answered, as some may have related to a person more than
others. In some of the stories you will see the questions.
We are very grateful for these wonderful stewards sharing their good news
and making this a priority in the valuable hours each one of us is given
every day.
As a thank you to them, I ask you to take some quiet time, sit down with
your favourite beverage and read what they shared.
They would be very pleased to hear your comments and know if something
in their story made you think about your faith in a deeper way or maybe
what you read relates to what you have experienced.
May you be inspired by what you read and may you be moved by the Spirit
to share your good news in the future. Everyone has a story waiting to be
told.
Ray Deis

We are very grateful for these wonderful
stewards sharing their good news.
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Darlene Banin
My earliest memories of God’s plan for me began
with my family. I especially remember saying the
rosary after supper, going to Mass on Sundays and
walking to church on Christmas Eve. There was awe
and splendor in the feeling that something so great
was happening and knowing that I was somehow
part of it. That sense of belonging increased with my
First Communion. The feeling of the bishop’s hand
on my cheek and head along with the words, “You
are a soldier of Christ,” still are part of my fondest
memories of Confirmation.

One of my major times of stress was when my 14
year old daughter was hit by a car and sent to
hospital with many severe injuries. She suffered
many surgeries and threat of losing her leg.
Daily I was reminded she had little chance of
survival. Many relatives, friends, schools and
churches were praying for her. Food was sent to our
home for our family. I prayed and stayed at the
hospital, demanding God hear me. Days, weeks and
a month passed. She was in a coma on a breathing
machine. I continued my vigil of demands. Many
friends, family members, doctors and priests
encouraged me to prepare for her passing.
After 43 days, I was exhausted and felt no one was
hearing me. Standing over her, looking at her
motionless body, I heard myself praying the Our
Father. Suddenly I was saying, “Thy will be done”
and I realized I was telling God what I wanted and
not trusting him to take care of His child whom He
had given me to take care of. I wept. Somehow, my
husband and hospital staff were leading me out of
the room. With words of hope, I finally listened. We
were on our way out of the hospital to go home to
rest. A woman (I think) walked toward me, put her
arms around me and whispered, “All will be well”.

Later I learned and remembered God made me to
love and serve Him, which I still recite to myself.
When I was about 6 years old, my two brothers had
tonsillitis. For reasons unknown to me, I went along
with them to the hospital. I was scheduled first for
the operation. The fear and sense of being totally
alone in a white room with masked people in white
gowns was a nightmare. When they told me to count
backwards, the terror increased. The mask of ether
was on my nose and mouth and I held my breath
trying desperately to think, who would help me.
Suddenly I was saying the Our Father. I don’t
remember how far I got. My reward was all the ice
cream and jello I could eat and being with my
brothers in the hospital. Somehow I knew I had
another unseen “friend”.
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I nodded as I felt my husband lead me out to the car.
After we were seated, I asked him, “Who was that?”
He said, “Who?” and I told him about the woman. He
said “You’re tired, love, let’s go home.” That was 28
years ago and my daughter has had a lot of difficulty.
However, she has been blessed with six children and
two grandchildren.

My “secret friend” is and always will remain my
friend and Saviour. He has been with me in all my
times of need. I continue to learn to trust that He
knows and feels my emotions of fear, sorrow, anger,
pain and joy. He is always there when all else is
gone from me.
Reading “He wept” in the Bible tells me of His great
love for us as in John 33:16: ”For God so loved the
world that He gave his only Son, so that everyone
who believes in Him may not perish but may have
eternal life.” Trust in God, He is all you need. When
you realize He is always there, is always with me.
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One Easter Sunday, I attended Mass and while the
congregation went up for communion, I stayed in the
pew and suddenly the urge to receive communion
was so strong, but I thought, without confessing first,
it would be wrong; so I knelt and prayed. Suddenly I
felt what I can only describe as a warmth, which I
knew was love, envelop me. I felt such peace in that
moment. I did not want it to stop. This led to much
prayer and contemplation, showing me that I had
lost something important and I had to work at
rebuilding my life and Catholic faith.
These last few years I find that attending and
participating in Mass on Sunday, praying with Dennis
and Cathy Nolan on MaryTV and/or Mother Angelica
on EWTN whenever I can, and reflecting on the
messages Our Lady gives us through the visionaries
in Medjugorje, really help me. One thing I have
discovered is that you do not need to have much in
the way of possessions to be happy.

Georgina Cyr
The farm community I grew up in was predominantly
a Catholic community. Sunday Mass was the
spiritual/social event of the week. My parents had a
deep faith and taught us children to always pray; the
family rosary every evening, morning prayers, etc..
Growing up surrounded by this, it was easy to have
“faith” and be comfortable with it.
Once I graduated grade 12 and left home to work,
temptation was everywhere, but at first the
influence and teachings of my parents was strong
and somewhat ingrained. So I continued to pray and
attend church. I continued on this way, but without
really noticing it, I was slowly losing much of the
simple faith I had and soon I was not attending Mass
every week or even praying every evening. This went
on for many years.

One of my favourite scriptures is Mathew 6:24-34
which warns you that you cannot serve two masters
and serve both properly and why worry about
tomorrow when "today has troubles enough of its
own" (verse 6:34). In Her messages, Our Lady
explains that the devil likes us to worry, as that is
when we are very vulnerable.

Suddenly I felt what I can only describe
as a warmth, which I knew was love,
envelop me.
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Murray Grant
One day in August of 1948, I visited my mother,
who was recovering from surgery in the Ottawa Civic
Hospital. I went to say goodbye; in a few days I
would meet another man from Ottawa at the docks
in Sarnia, Ontario. Together, we would sail aboard a
passenger ship, with his car, to reach Fort William,
today a part of Thunder Bay.

Angels were nearby many times in my life. Just 12
months after my voyage on the Great Lakes, the big
ship caught fire and many lives were lost. Travelling
in all seasons across Saskatchewan, there were times
when possible danger or disruption may have been
near. Only a fool would suggest “It’s a matter of
luck.” I’m not a gambler; I am convinced of the
power of prayer, and attending Sunday Mass.

There was no paved highway east of Lake Superior in
those days. Our plan was to work and travel North
America for up to 12 months. We had no fixed points
to reach. I was 20, my friend Jim was 26. We had left
very good employers who would welcome us back, if
we chose to return. My mother raised four boys so
she knew we were adventuresome. She had two
requests: “Please write often so I know where you
are, what you are doing and please, for my sake, go
to Sunday mass.”

She had always prayed for us, especially during
World War II when my older brothers volunteered.
She had especially prayed for me when I was
hospitalized in the major outbreak of polio on the
prairies in 1936-37.
It was merely by chance that my travel plan ended in
Regina. By luck, I found accommodation in the
cathedral area. It was Friday night and I walked to
Holy Rosary to check on weekend mass times. In
1948 there was no sign, so I was obliged to ring the
doorbell at the rectory. A young curate answered.
After telling me the Mass times, Father Emmett
Mooney asked: “Want to meet girls in this town? Our
choir is having a practice right now. A great group of
young people.” Angels nearby? Watching me? I
followed him up the steep stairs to the choir loft. The
rest of this story is family history.

I am convinced of the power of prayer,
and attending Sunday Mass.
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Genny Grant
Even as a child I have felt God’s presence in my life.
This continued through my adult years – marriage and
the raising of five daughters. God was even more
present and comforting during times of struggle and
stress.
My involvement in the RCIA program, where people
journey toward the Catholic faith, only strengthened
my own faith. The example of these men and women
and their commitment was truly inspiring.
There are many others in our faith community who
are excellent role models and I see them every
Sunday as we celebrate the Holy Eucharist.
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Tyler Karwandy
People of Influence and Milestones
I would say my faith is most heavily influenced by my
grandparents and in particular my grandma. They
laid a strong foundation of faith in our family and
have provided me a shining example of what I aspire
to be as a Catholic, as a father and as a person.
As I reflect on my life to date, I would say there have
been 3 significant experiences that have
affected my faith journey.

The first would be when
my cousin was paralyzed
in a car accident at the
age of 16. It was pretty
devastating for our family.
At the time, it seemed as
though his life was ending
just when it normally begins
for most kids. It did not seem
fair to me. Fortunately my
cousin maintained a far more
positive outlook on things
than I did and did not accept
this as the end. He
persevered and eventually
got involved with wheelchair
racing. He went on to win
medals at the Canada Games
as well as competing and
succeeding in racing events
all over the world. These are
opportunities and
experiences I don’t think he
would have had as an able-bodied athlete. He now
drives his own truck and is working on completing his
engineering degree. His courage and perseverance
are an inspiration to me and serve as a constant
reminder that just because God’s plan may not be
what I want or think is right, doesn’t mean that it’s
not a good plan… even if it doesn’t look that way in
the beginning.

The second would be the death of my Grandma.
She was a wonderful and caring woman with whom I
enjoyed a very close relationship. She had perhaps a
bigger influence on me than anyone in my life. When
she passed away, it left me with a huge emptiness
and a lot of sadness. A couple years after her passing,
I had an amazing experience. It’s difficult to explain,
but in a very real and meaningful way, I experienced
my Grandma’s presence.

Since then, there have been two other occasions
where I have experienced her presence. I’ve always
believed in the afterlife but it takes on a whole new
level of meaning when you know with certainty that
a loved one who has passed is looking over you.
Sometimes the death and resurrection of Jesus can
be difficult for me to wrap my head around and truly
understand. But for me the resurrection means that I
will get to see my Grandma again some day in
heaven. The feeling of joy that thought brings me has
helped me better understand the significance of the
resurrection. My Grandma was my spiritual guide
and continues to fill that role even
though she is gone.

The third would be meeting my
wife. When we first met, it was not a
Hollywood love at first sight
experience. I thought she was nice but
in so many respects she was about the
opposite of what I had always
expected the woman of my dreams
would be. Fortunately God knew
better than me. Our relationship
continued to grow and the more time I
spent with her, the more I discovered
what an amazing person she was.
Eventually I came to the realization
that this was the woman I wanted to
spend the rest of my life with (She will
tell you she figured that out long
before me and was just waiting for me
catch up.) To know our backgrounds
and how vastly different they are,
you’d be amazed that our paths ever
crossed, let alone became inseparably intertwined. I
thank God every day for bringing her into my life and
if I ever need a reminder to put my trust in God’s
plan and let go of what I think the plan should be, all
I have to do is look at her.

Sustaining faith
I find my faith most alive when I am “doing
something” to actively live my faith. Prayer is
certainly an important part of my life but if it’s not
accompanied by action, my prayers can lose
meaning. I try to ensure I’m doing something and
using the talents entrusted to me.

Finding a joy-filled life
Joy is something that is meant to be shared. I think
that’s why the most joyous times in my life come
from time spent with family or friends.
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Tyler Karwandy continued

The Kings: Jeannine and Maurice

Joy is all around us. We just need to look for it. I
think we have a habit of thinking joy can only be
found in big important activities or accomplishments.
But it’s important to appreciate the small blessings
God grants us each day: the beauty of sunrise, the
laughter of a child, the sound of music, the taste of
food, a kind act from a stranger, the ability to take
the stairs or go for a walk. There are some who don’t
get to enjoy these small blessings, so it’s important
we do not take them for granted.
What I wished I had learned sooner That
attending church doesn’t make you a good Catholic
any more than walking in the doors of a gym makes
you physically fit. Like most people, I started going to
church because my parents made me. When I first
moved out on my own, I gradually stopped going to
church and probably went 2+ years without
attending Mass except when I was visiting family. I
slowly came to find an emptiness in my life.
Eventually that emptiness led me back to church.
Once I returned, I found that I was attending Mass
because I found it as a means of nourishing and
sustaining my faith so I could live as a better
Christian in my day to day life, not because I felt I
had to because God was taking attendance (which
was how I previously thought of church). It was a
major shift in viewpoints. I now go to church not
because I feel I have to. I go because I want to.

My name is Jeannine (Henrion) King. I was born and
raised on a farm in Storthoaks, SK. I come from a
family of 7 brothers and 3 sisters. I grew up being
raised in the faith, but soon realized how important
my faith would be, when I was involved in a motor
vehicle accident Dec. 23, 1964, leaving me as a
quadriplegic at the age of 17.
Due to the head and neck injuries I sustained, I had
very little knowledge, for 14 months after my
accident, of the future I would be facing in a
wheelchair for the rest of my life. I strongly believe
that this was a blessing for me; so that I was more
prepared to face the struggles I would be
encountering in my life.
I was very blessed to have my parents and family,
who gave me love and support to face the new
challenges. My nieces and nephews became a strong
influence for me as well, because children don’t
judge you; they just loved me and became my little
helpers. Although I lost my ability to walk and use my
arms and legs like I did before my accident, I was
blessed with strong qualities of perseverance,
courage and strength to face the many obstacles
ahead in life.
Father Marcel George was an important part of my
life as well, making weekly visits and blessings, and
providing support during the difficult times for my
family with the acceptance of my accident.
I returned back to Regina in 1989 to pursue my
education and employment. I later became
employed full time for the Federal Government in a
bilingual position. I met my husband Maurice King,
who was a Paratransit bus operator. Maurice was
performing
stewardship
duties in his
daily work
providing
services for
the people
he assisted.
Maurice
became a
very
important
part of my
life, and we
were
married on
June 8, 1996.

The greatest sense of meaning and purpose in
life Becoming a father. Having a family to care for
and support has brought me a great deal of clarity in
terms of what is important in my life. I take great joy
and pride in caring for my family and helping them
become good people.
Fatherhood has also given me tremendous insight
into the Lord’s relationship with us. As a father, you
come to know unconditional love, selfless giving,
the need to give them freedom to make their own
choices and mistakes. To know that such
unconditional love is possible is pretty amazing and
then consider God’s capacity for this far exceeds
anything in our human capacities. Wow!
Advice on finding a meaningful life I believe that
mankind’s biggest folly is believing we are capable
of being all knowing. While the pursuit of
knowledge and understanding is good, there is a
great sense of peace in acknowledging that some
aspects of God’s plan may be beyond our
comprehension.
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The Kings: Jeannine and Maurice

Rebecca Luphai continued

continued
Maurice chose to join RCIA, and became a Catholic
with Father Joe Balzer at Holy Child parish in 1997.
I was Maurice’s sponsor, and grew in faith along with
him.
After Father Balzer passed away, we met Father John
Weckend, who became parish priest. When Father
John moved to St. Cecilia Parish, we moved back to
St. Cecilia, which has become home for both of us
with the warm reception from the parishioners.
Father John has been a strong faith builder for both
of us in the messages he presents in his homilies.
Each day, we celebrate being alive, rejoice in
everything we do, celebrate that we have a home,
give thanks that we have a happy and loving family
and friends. We know that without faith, we could
never have accomplished the goals in our lives.

Rebecca Luphai
Was there someone who influenced your faith
journey or was there a significant experience,
milestone or crossroad that affected your faith
direction?
My family back home in Sudan was always very
religious and we were raised as Catholics.

How has your Catholic faith been sustained over the
years?
A variety of methods: prayers, praying the rosary,
reading the Bible, helping others aids in my faith.
How does the reality of your mortality affect your
day to day living and attitudes?
I believe that I will die and be with the Lord. I don’t
have fear of when that happens.
What is your favourite scripture verse or verses?
My favourite scripture focuses on what Jesus stated:
He is the way and the life and how important it is to
focus on the deeper meaning of the statement. It is
only through Jesus that we gain salvation.
What books, music, movies, websites do you
recommend for building faith?
I like to watch television that provides accounts of
the life of Jesus and teach important Bible lessons.
What are your daily faith rituals?
I keep busy in my workload to care for my family and
to provide for my family as the scripture states.
What are you certain or almost certain does not
matter very much in finding a joy filled life?
My life is simple and I keep a simple eye and focus on
my relationships with family and friends. I can also
live as a poor person and be happy.
What do you wish you had learned sooner?
I wish I had the insight that I have now as an
experienced mother when I was younger.
What has brought you the greatest sense of
meaning and purpose in life?
Helping people and encouraging people with good
words. The ability to love others and be honest with
others.
If you could give only one sentence or advice to
others about finding a happy and meaningful life,
what one sentence would you say?
If you draw close to Christ you will be happy in life,
no matter what trials you have.
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Carol Sheldon
I believe my faith journey was influenced before I
was even born. My parents were faithful pray-ers
and church goers while I was growing up. I was
fortunate in that I have always felt drawn to prayer
and to my Catholic faith. My journey deepened when
I got married and became a mom. The death of
family members also helped me to grow and
question my faith. I was drawn to the Bible but for
many years never really understood it and I am
somewhat embarrassed to say I didn't realize for
many years that what we were reading at church was
the Bible. Often I tried reading the Bible at home but
it made no sense, until one day I picked it up and I
understood what it said.
I grew up in a Catholic
community so I never
really questioned my
faith. It was a time when
the majority of people
went to Sunday Mass. It
was the norm. There
were not too many
other distractions as
businesses were closed
and so Sunday really was
a day of rest. I grew up
with these attitudes and
carried them on when I
moved away from home.
Although sometimes
tempted as a young
adult not to attend Mass, something always drew me
there.
After I got married, my husband and I attended a
class at the church on Romans 8. I wasn't even really
sure what that was but we thought it would be good
to be involved with the parish we were in. So we
stepped out in faith not knowing what we were
getting ourselves into. Little did I know that this book
in the Bible would be a stronghold for me for what I
believe will be the rest of my life.
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When I took training to be a Spiritual Director, I
questioned, is this really meant for me?. My question
was answered when we received a book upon our
commissioning from John Veltri, the priest who
wrote it, and he inscribed on the inside cover "May
you always know that the Spirit bears witness with
your spirit." Romans 8:16. And now it is through
those I journey with that my experience of God has
become ever richer.
Over the years as a family, we have viewed many
good videos from the resource centre at the
Archdiocese of Regina.
After spending several years at Cana family camp,
our family learned to pray together at meals. We
moved on from that to celebrating
baptism days and other special holidays
bringing Christ into even the secular
holidays.
We have a family prayer book that has
prayers for all occasions and we make
use of that. It brought meaning to these
holidays and times of the year.
Now that our family is grown up and
there is just the two of us, we continue
to say mealtime prayers. I put aside time
in the morning to be with God and attend
daily Mass a couple times a week as well
as on the weekend. I have a few websites
that I subscribe to, to help me stay
focused and lead me into a deeper
relationship with Jesus. Richard Rohr
Centre for Action and Contemplation, Matthew Kelly,
Ronald Rolheiser, and dotMagis-Ignatian Spirituality.
As well, I usually share prayer from some book and
spontaneous prayer with those I meet with on a
regular basis. At night, my husband and I use the
Word Among Us publication, read the scripture of
the day and reflection, thank God for what we have
been grateful for that particular day, offer up prayer
intentions, pray a decade of the rosary, and use the
Prayer of St. Luke evening prayer to end the day. This
routine reminds us of the importance of God in our
lives and the importance of praying together.
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Carol Sheldon continued
Over the years I have learned much by being
involved in the parish in many ways, taking the Lay
Ministry Formation Program and Christopher course,
being an Associate with the School Sisters of Notre
Dame, assisting with Taize prayer once a month,
working in the resource centre and helping to
coordinate the Lay Ministry Formation Program,
working in the soup kitchen, my book study group,
and attending extended community events that
includes the arts and music that broadens my vision
of God's Holy people.
What I've learned that brings me great meaning in
life is to live in the present. To be aware and
attentive to what God is calling me to right now and
to be present to others. Making myself present to
God daily and attending Mass regularly with my
church community helps me in forever discerning to
what God is calling me. This is especially helpful in
challenging times when I feel God’s absence.

Bruce Sheldon

I believe God wants us to live in joy. I believe when
we truly answer His call we can and do live joy-filled
lives. Questions I often ask myself when I am
discerning something are:
 Does it bring me joy?
 Am I good at it?
 Will it help others?

My Grandma Sheldon was 90 years old when I was
born. She was Catholic, but as a young child, I was
unaware of this. She had a strong devotion to the
rosary, and I’m sure her faith sustained the family
though she received no support from my grandfather
or my dad. She died when I was only six years old,
but I believe her strong faith had a great influence on
the future direction my life would take.

Of course there is much more to discernment than
this, but this is a good start.
I believe I was called to live out my Catholic faith as
best as I can and certainly it hasn't all been a piece of
cake. There have been struggles, but through faith
and commitment, I have been shown that all things
are possible through a God who has love and mercy
for every person He has created. Through these
struggles, my faith and my world has become bigger
to include all peoples of every nations, knowing we
are not separate, but one.

What I've learned that brings me great
meaning in life is to live in the present.

My Catholic faith was influenced by hundreds of
people. I want to focus on five women who had a
dramatic impact on me.

My mom was 44 years old when I was born. She was
looking for a faith that she could call her own. There
was no real church in our small farming
community, but a pastor from the United Church
came out from Moose Jaw with a couple of helpers
to lead services each Sunday. So I was baptized into
the United Church. It wasn’t long before they
stopped coming to lead services in our area, but a
group of students from the Briercrest Bible College in
Caronport started coming out instead.
I remember this group being full of life and they
made going to church fun. My mom went to church
faithfully each week and I went with her. My older
siblings and my dad did not attend. This went on
until I was 14 or 15 when I also stopped attending
services. My mom, however, continued.
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Bruce Sheldon continued
Later, when the students stopped coming out for
services, my mom found a homebased group in Moose Jaw where
she continued to nourish her faith
and to participate as she was able. I
remember she was over 90 and still
going to the yearly conference
where many of these home-based
groups got together for a large
assembly and retreat. Her example
showed me that faith-based
community was important.
By the time I started university, I had
drifted a long way from my faithbased roots. I no longer thought a
faith community was necessary or
even desirable. All I needed was
Jesus. My faith was very private. To
be honest, by the end of my first
year of university, I was questioning
whether Jesus was important any
more. That is when God intervened and led me to
the woman who would bring me back to Him. That
summer, I took a job near Fox Valley, and while I was
there, God orchestrated my meeting with Carol. I
was smitten. I soon discovered that Carol’s Catholic
faith was her compass – it influenced all her
decisions. Due in large part to her example of lived
faith, I slowly made my way back to a relationship
with Jesus, and began to have a desire to be part of a
faith-based community again.
The morning after our wedding, I asked Carol if we
were going to Mass. It was the first time I had ever
gone to Mass with her. For the next few years, I
would accompany her to Mass each week. Our
children came along and we had them baptized
Catholic, and our growing family continued to attend
Mass regularly.
Again God intervened. When we moved over to
St. Cecilia parish, it didn’t take long for the pastoral
assistant, Sr. Doreen Swift, to notice us, and she
invited us to get involved in the liturgy. The first
invitation was to carry up the gifts at the offertory. It
seemed like a big step for us and we even
questioned whether we could do this ministry since I
was not Catholic. Sr. Doreen assured us that it was
ok, and so began our fuller participation in church
life. Sr. Doreen didn’t stop there. She continued to
invite us to greater participation and our willingness
to serve grew.
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I was beginning to question Carol more and more
about Catholic practice and teaching, but she was
not always able to answer my questions, so we
decided to take RCIA to learn
more about the faith.
I had no intention of
becoming Catholic at that
time. God chuckled. Later in
the year, we were prompted
to go on a Marriage
Encounter weekend.
As a result of some dialog on
that weekend, I decided that I
wanted to join the Catholic
church. Since we were
already journeying through
RCIA, there was nothing
stopping me from joining at
Easter. So I requested and
received my parents’ blessing
and took a life-changing step.
Over the next while, we got involved in wider church
activities: the Cana Colony family camp, the
Christopher course, and working at the Marian
Centre. Sr. Doreen’s invitations continued and by the
time she left the parish, we were asked to chair the
liturgy committee, which we did.
The next big step for us was when we were invited to
attend the 3 year Lay Ministry Formation Program. It
was there that I was introduced to Sr. Harriet
Schnurr who was helping to run the program. Her
gentle presence, great wisdom and authentic witness
had a great impact on my faith. The program
stretched us and opened us to move deeper in our
faith. We knew what we had experienced there, we
wanted to continue after we had completed the
three years.
We asked Sr. Harriet for suggestions. She told us that
her order, the School Sisters of Notre Dame (SSND)
were starting an associate program in
Saskatchewan. The program was already well
underway in Southern Ontario where the SSND had
their motherhouse. Like Jesus, Sr. Harriet invited us
to “come and see” and so we became Associates of
the SSND. As associates, we have been introduced to
a vision of church which goes far beyond the local
parish – it is a global vision.
I am exceedingly grateful for the faith and witness of
these five women. I think Grandma Sheldon is likely
pretty happy with the way things turned out.
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I’m sure God had His hand in moving us along
quickly, knowing now what I know.
Bob was Anglican and I was Catholic. Bob’s parents
were regular Church goers and very much involved in
their parish community. My Mom made sure we
went to a Catholic School and as wonderful and
giving as my Dad was, religion wasn’t his thing. In
1977, our youngest son Clayton was born. We
decided to have him baptised which required us to
attend some classes. At one of the Baptism sessions,
Fr. Ken Koep made the comment that as parents, it
would be unfair to have our children baptised if we
didn’t plan on taking our Baptism commitment seriously. That comment struck a cord with Bob and I –
Fr. Ken was right!

Melita Stenhouse
God has a plan for us and as I look back I can see, to
this point, how it has unfolded and I’m intrigued as
to what the future holds – one day at a time.
I was brought up on a small farm with no running
water or electricity until I was in high school. I am the
oldest of two brothers and two sisters. Kim our
youngest sister is Down Syndrome. She is one of the
most loving, forgiving people I know. She is
always smiling and has eyes that sparkle when we
spend time with her. If we happen not to
acknowledge her she’ll twirl her finger by her head
and point to you (meaning you’re silly). She can’t talk
but has her way of letting you know what she thinks.
Having her in my life prepared me for the things to
come.

After completing business college, I wasn’t sure if
being a secretary was what I really wanted to do. I
was tossing around the idea of becoming a nurse
when I met my future husband Bob. Then things
started to move fast. Bob and I met in October 1971,
engaged in February (actually Bob didn’t ask me to
marry him, we just knew we were getting married),
and were married in September 1972. I think our
parents were beside themselves – “Are you two
sure?” Yes we were! Bob worked for Woolworth’s
and his work involved a lot of transferring. By the
time we transferred to Regina in 1977 we had moved
eight times. Our two boys had been born by then and
we decided enough was enough – no more moving!

In 1982 we attended a Marriage Encounter weekend
which strengthened our faith and love for one
another. The image given to us was we were part of
a triangle – God at the center point and we were at
either side; as we work towards getting to know and
love God more deeply, the closer we become in our
relationship. We both had the same goal, to know
and love our God more fully. At this point, Bob
decided to take RCIA (Rite of Christian Initiation for
Adults) and become in full communion with the
Church. We became good friends with a couple our
age who got us on the Religious Education
Committee, then the chaircouple; then chaircouple
on Deanery; and also assisted with Altar Servers. In
1985, I became secretary at St. Cecilia Parish. What a
wonderful position; I was able to walk to work after
the boys left for school and was home before they
got home and the parish was and is a great place to
work – I have been blessed.

Once again, our involvement took wings just as many
other things did in the past. Why did things happen
so quickly in our journey together? God knew!
In 1990 Bob became sick. By 1991, he was diagnosed
with dementia – Pick’s Disease. It affected his frontal
and temporal lobes of the brain. It slowly destroyed
his emotions, his speech and eventually he needed
complete care. It stole away our life as we had
known it. With the grace of God, he was content and
easy to care for, making it possible for me to care for
him to the end. I was now not only his wife but his
caregiver. I would not have wanted it any other way.
Bob passed away in 2003 at the age of 51.
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Saint Cecilia
Catholic Church
5020—7th Avenue
Regina SK S4T 0S1
306-545-4051
www.stcecregina.com

Mass Schedule
Tuesday 7 pm
Wednesday to Friday 8:30 am
Saturday 7 pm
Sunday 10 am

Melita Stenhouse continued
Then I recognised with this new stage in our life’s
journey, that throughout my life, God had given me
the means to continue. With Kim in my life, she
showed me joy. With my Mom and Dad, I learned
one does the best they can and there is always a
way. With my Mother-and Father-in-law, prayer and
giving of oneself brings joy.
Best of all was Bob – “Rejoice and Be Glad this is the
day that the Lord has made”.
Our lives and each day is God’s gift lent to us to bring
joy and love to one another. God’s Love Will Always
be with us!
Reading has been one of my main pastimes over the
years, books have opened my mind to many ways of
understanding and thinking. My earliest favourite
writer was John Powell, some his books are “Life
Giving Vision”, “Fully Human, Fully Alive”, Joyce
Rupp, Richard Carlson “Don’t Sweat the Small Stuff
It’s Only Stuff”; Elizabeth Kubler-Ross “The Wheel of
Life”; Joyce Meyer “The Mind Connection”; Ron
Rolheiser “Sacred Fire”; Matthew Kelly “Rediscover
Catholicism”; Stephen Covey – “Everyday
Greatness”.

Father John Weckend
I have often felt that people expect that a faith story
should be an automatic ‘slam dunk’ for a priest. After
all, faith should be a major part of our ‘job
description’ as a member of the clergy and an official
representative of the Church.
There might also be an expectation of some
dramatic conversion story akin to that of St. Paul.
While I cannot point to a specific conversion
episode, I can definitely say that my faith stemmed
like a natural outgrowth coming from a loving and
caring family steeped in a Catholic tradition.
Perhaps the more important question concerns why
I continue to be a person of faith and a member of
that visible Body of Christ we call the Church. And all
this, in the context of a culture of secularism that
seems to shun expressions of spirituality and
especially adherence to any form of organized
religion.
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The basis of my own faith awakening comes from
Peter’s response to Jesus after many listeners
decided that they could no longer follow him
because of the demands of discipleship. ‘Lord to
whom else shall we go? You alone have the words of
eternal life’.
Indeed to whom else would I go as I journey through
this life? I believe that God has created us for far
greater things than what we experience in this life as beautiful and as exhilarating as it can be at times.
Yet, there is a yearning deep within me that speaks
of a capacity for life that goes beyond the limitations
of this world.
Somehow, I have the conviction that we are meant
for more than a temporary earthly existence and
then vanish into nothingness. For me, Jesus’
resurrection is the ultimate statement that my hope
is more than just a hunch.
Therefore, I see my life and very existence as the
opportunity given to me to ‘unpack’ the message
that the Creator desires me to have. That message is
an invitation to come to know the person of
Jesus and develop a personal relationship with him.
He is the Way, the Truth and the Life. To whom else
would I go?

